BY T&E  SAME AUTHOR
THE  GERMAN  WAR  BOOK
Being "The Usages of War on Land," issued by the Great General Staff
of the German Army.   2s. 6d, net.	<r>.
*' A Code of Savagery. Mr. Morgan has done the cause of the
Allies and the cause of civilization a great .service by translating
into English the German ' Kriegsbrauch 1m Landkriege.1 The
importance of this book is that it gives the highest official sanction—-
the sanction of the German General * Staff—to principles and to
practices which are in great contradiction to those of all civilized
people,"—The Times.
" One of the most astounding, as well as illuminating documents
so far produced by the great European Conflict."
—The New York Times.
**The Complete Art of Frightfulness. We see from this mosf
enlightening work that the German armies, true to character, have
been acting methodically and on theory."— The Nation.
'(In collaboration with Dr. T» batv.)
WAR: ITS CONDUCT AND LEGAL
RESULTS
los. 6d. net.
"The merits of this book as a vigorous study of the whole
scheme of International and Constitutional Law are beyond question,
and as a brilliant and timely contribution to contemporary legal
literature it will be read with much interest. It is the first attempt
to give a connected view of the effect of war on our own country
internally as well as externally." — imw Quarterly Review*
" A book marked throughout by acuteness, freshness of treatment
and singular opportuneness, by great knowledge and attachment to
sound constitutional principled."— 27^ Times.
/ "The most interesting and valuable of the innumerable
works for which the war is responsible.   Of permanent value as a
dear and learned statement of the larger issues," — The Athencewn.
tt This is an admirable book, well written and wisely planned."
—The Nation (New York).
** The arrangement and lucidity of the work as a whole is worthy
of the highest, commendation. The whole subject of the legal effects
of war is covered with extraordinary completeness."	. ;
~- The Solicitor? JolWffiL

